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Abstract: Augmented variational principles are introduced in order to provide a definition of relative conservation
laws. As it is physically reasonable, relative conservation laws define in turn relative conserved quantities which
measure, for example, how much energy is needed in a field theory to go from one configuration (called the reference
or vacuum) to another configuration (the physical state of the system). The general prescription we describe solves in
a covariant way the well known observer dependence of conserved quantities. The solution found is deeply related to
the divergence ambiguity of the Lagrangian and to various formalisms recently appeared in literature to deal with the
variation of conserved quantities (of which this is a formal integration). A number of examples relevant to fundamental
Physics are considered in detail, starting from classical Mechanics.
1. Introduction
Conserved quantities are not absolute nor covariant in Physics. Even in Mechanics the kinetic energy of
a free particle is defined just after a rest frame has been fixed. The same particle seen by an observer in
uniform motion along a straight line has a different energy.
It can be trivially remarked that only differences of energy appear in classical Physics. What is sometimes
called the energy of a system is just one energy relative to some choice (e.g., observer frame, another state of
the system, the vacuum). Some of these choices are canonical (e.g. the vacuum of a Klein-Gordon theory)
some are not (e.g. the observer frame). This ambiguity in the definition of energy adds up to the usual
(independent) ambiguity with respect to control modes which allow one to define different “thermodynamical”
energies (e.g. internal energy, free energy, etc. . . ).
In relativistic field theories observers are often identified with coordinate systems; this argument is some-
times used as a motivation in favor of coordinate dependent prescriptions for energy (also called pseudo-
tensors prescriptions). We shall prove below that one can always define intrinsic and covariant quantities to
represent a conserved quantity. Hence pseudo-tensors are not physically necessary, but just a choice (and,
unfortunately, a usually bad choice).
Motivated by these naive considerations, we are going here to develop a framework for relative conserved
quantities which represent, e.g., the amount of energy needed to push a system from one specific configuration
to another. Such quantities (also in classical Physics) are independent of the observer (check by computing
the energy needed to double the amplitude of a harmonic oscillator, both on the ground and on a train; if
needed, see Appendix A) and are endowed with an intrinsic meaning (as testified by a habit of considering
energy as a kind of price one has to pay to produce a definite effect). If we could pay less energy just by
changing rest frame—which in principle can be done with zero energy since a classical observer can be as
light as we wish—it would be beautiful but pretty unrealistic!
The new universal formalism we propose applies, reproducing usual results, also to the cases in which a
canonical choice is already a priori available for the vacuum state. It is important to notice that a canonical
choice of a vacuum state is not always available. In a field theory with configurations in a vector bundle
there is of course a canonical zero section which can be selected as a preferred vacuum state. However, in
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gauge theories the gauge fields live in an affine bundle (the bundles of connections of a fixed principal bundle
P ), where in general there is no preferred section (since the choice A¯aµ = 0 depends on the trivialization,
i.e. it is not gauge covariant and in most cases not even a global one). Nevertheless (and luckily enough)
there exists in gauge theories a class of connections which have zero curvature (the curvatures of principal
connections live in fact in a vector bundle, so that zero curvature is not ambiguous). One can then select
one of these flat connections as a vacuum state. Such a choice is not unique but owing to gauge covariance
the results do not depend on the representative chosen.
Finally in (all purely metric formalisms for) General Relativity (GR) configurations are non-degenerate
metrics of some fixed signature. Once again one could select a Riemann-flat representative for the vacuum
state (all solutions without matter are Ricci-flat). Unfortunately this option is not available when, e.g., a
cosmological constant is allowed (Minkowski is not a critical section and (anti)de-Sitter spaces are not flat).
In GR a solution to this problem is known; it amounts to leave the vacuum state undetermined up to the
very end and to provide a particular Lagrangian depending both on the physical configuration and on the
vacuum state. It is the so-called covariant first order Lagrangian (see [1], [2], [3], [4]), which is known at
the same time to provide a reasonable physical interpretation for the ambiguity introduced by the vacuum
choice, to solve the anomalous factor problem (see [5], [6]) and to extend the so-called Regge-Teitelboim
prescription to non-asymptotically flat cases in a covariant way.
Still the situation is not completely satisfactory; if the notion of relative conserved quantities has to
be introduced as the fundamental notion of conserved quantities, one still needs to be able to define the
analogous of covariant first order Lagrangians in any field theory, even when a canonical choice of the
vacuum state is available. Which is what we are going to do in this paper. We shall here define an algorithm
to define a Lagrangian depending on both a physical field and a vacuum, from which relative conservation
laws can be obtained via the usual No¨ther theorem through its superpotentials (Gauss-like integrals). The
framework comes out with a satisfactory interpretation and beautiful mathematical properties. Basically
these amount to ensure that the vacuum is there without changing the physical contents of the theory (i.e.
it does not change at all the dynamics of the theory); that it is sufficiently general to be selected not to
prevent applications of the formalism; and that relative conserved quantities have the expected properties
(e.g. the relative energy between two states A and C is the sum of the relative energy between A and B
plus the relative energy between B and C “whatever” B is). Moreover, it agrees with the standard results
when a canonical vacuum is available and selected.
There is another complementary way of seeing the whole framework. Recently many frameworks have been
proposed for computing the variation of conserved quantities (see, [7], [8], [9] and references quoted therein).
They all rely on some sort of Lagrangian version of the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory (e.g. they all
have to do with a Lagrangian formulation of the symplectic form). There is a large literature available to
motivate these frameworks and a lot of applications. One of the most beautiful applications of them helps
to generalize the definition of gravitational entropy of black holes to more general gravitational systems (see
[10]). These applications are eventually based on the fact that the first principle of thermodynamics depends
on the variation of conserved quantities while their absolute value is unessential. All these frameworks define
in fact variations of conserved quantities as being of cohomological origin (i.e. independent of any possible
divergence addition to the Lagrangian).
Our framework can be seen as a formal integration of all these prescriptions. We canonically define a
particular representative of the cohomological class of the Lagrangian, which canonically produces relative
conservation laws. These relative conservation laws are the finite form obtained by the integration of the
variation of internal energy defined in [7], [8], [9] along a path in the solution space of the theory.
Let us finally remark that despite our Lagrangians will depend both on the physical fields and on the
vacuum state, what we are doing cannot be called a background fixing. The vacuum field, as a matter of
facts does not enter in our framework as a background; of course such a claim depends on what exactly one
means by background, which we stress to be a rather unclear notion in the current literature.
We claim that what is most often defined as a background in relativistic theories is an object of the same
sort as Minkowski metric one fixes in special relativistic (and particle) Physics (see [11]). Definitions of this
kind imply a number of implicit conventions on how one is allowed to manipulate the background itself. It
is, for example, understood that deformations should keep the background fixed when variational calculus is
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performed. Hence a background does not obey field equations. For example, in particle Physics the matter
Lagrangian (such as Klein-Gordon Lagrangian) depends both on the Minkowski metric and on the matter
fields. However, when looking for field equations one allows deformations of the matter fields but one keeps
the Minkowski metric fixed. As a result, field equations (depending on Minkowski metric) are obtained for
matter fields, while the Minkowski metric itself has to obey no further equation. From an equivalent point of
view, the Minkowski metric appearing in the matter Lagrangian can be seen as an explicit dependence of the
Lagrangian on coordinates (through the Minkowski metric which does in fact depend on coordinates when
general coordinates are adopted for covariance reasons). In this context, the matter Lagrangian depends on
coordinates as well as on matter fields.
GR is in fact one of the possible solutions to this non-covariant behaviour. If both matter fields and the
metric are free to be varied and a free Lagrangian for the metric field interacts with a matter Lagrangian,
then the metric is promoted to be a dynamical (and physical) field and a covariant theory is obtained. As a
consequence, the metric has to obey its own field equations. In the variation of the total Lagrangian there
are terms which in the background framework were constrained to zero by freezing metric variations, and
which in the GR framework are not constrained anymore. These terms do not vanish in general; on the
contrary they contribute to metric field equations. In other words, the absence of backgrounds (in the above
sense) is a direct consequence of the principle of general covariance.
Our attitude towards vacuum fields is perfectly similar to the GR point of view; deformations act on all
fields (vacuum included) which have hence to obey their own field equations.
Also background behaviours with respect to symmetries are implicitly prescribed: in particle physics
symmetries (e.g., under the action of Poincare´ group) are constrained to preserve the fixed background as
well.
This is the source of a consistent misunderstanding in GR framework. In fact, it is often claimed that
particular conservations laws in GR have to be generated by Killing vectors, i.e. by symmetries of the metric.
It is important to notice that, generically, in GR a solution of Einstein field equations has no Killing vectors,
but luckily enough any spacetime vector field (not necessarily a Killing vector, if any) is a symmetry for
the theory (owing to general covariance) and consequently any spacetime vector field generates conservation
laws, provided No¨ther theorem is formulated in the appropriate and correct way.
In other words, particle physics is quite different from GR precisely because of the background fixing.
In particle physics extra terms appear in No¨ther theorems, depending on Lie derivatives along symmetry
generators acting on the background fields; such extra terms have to be constrained to be zero by requiring
the symmetries to preserve also the background. Without this assumption, these extra terms prevent in
fact the conservation of No¨ther currents. In GR on the contrary, these extra terms combine together and
factorize the metric field equations (which are satisfied on-shell, i.e. along solutions), implying conservation
of No¨ther currents without any additional requirement.
We stress how the two points analyzed above intertwin among each other: in particle physics one as no
field equations for the background since it is considered as being fixed and one has to restrict symmetries
to cancel extra terms in conservation laws precisely because the background does not satisfy any equation
(i.e. its own field equation). On the contrary, in GR the metric is promoted to be a dynamical field, and it
has to obey its own field equations which provide a general tool to cancel extra terms in conservation laws,
without restricting symmetries.
This feature of GR easily extends to all gauge natural theories. And once again our attitude towards
vacuum fields is similar to GR: symmetries drag all fields and are not constrained to just preserve the
vacuum.
A third difference between vacuum fields and background behaviour resides in their physical interpretation.
Background fields are observable since matter field equations do explicitely depend on the background.
Particles (or matter fields) move differently if the background is fixed to be an AdS space rather than being
Minkowski. For this reason the background field is endowed with a direct physical meaning.
In GR all observable fields are dynamical. Our vacuum fields do not break this principle. They break
instead its logical inverse: vacuum fields are dynamical fields which are not observable. As we shall see below,
in a theory with vacuum fields, all fields are regarded on an equal footing as far as variations and symmetries
are concerned. However, because of the peculiar dynamical structure of the theory, fields decouple in two
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non-interacting sets, i.e. the physical fields and the vacuum fields (the distinction between the two being to
some extent arbitrary on mathematical grounds). The difference between physical fields and vacuum fields
has a physical origin: owing to the peculiar structure of the interactions the vacuum states are not endowed
with a direct physical meaning while the physical fields are. Vacuum fields do not affect the dynamics of
physical fields so that they cannot be observed through interactions. They just set the zero level of all those
additive charges obtained by No¨ther conservation laws, as it is reasonable to expect since absolute conserved
quantities (e.g. energies) are not endowed with a direct meaning in classical Physics.
We completely agree that from a fundamental point of view physical theories should avoid background
fixings, though we believe that vacuum states can be satisfactorily interpreted.
The material in this paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2 we shall briefly summarize what is known about the variation of conserved quantities. This
Section is introduced with the aim of making the paper self-contained; for further details we refer to [4], [7],
[8], [9]. We shall present the general framework for a generic gauge natural theory. This case encompasses
all fundamental theories currently used in Physics, as explained in the monograph [4].
In Section 3 we shall define relative conserved quantities and prove their properties. We shall also show how
these can be considered as the finite form for the variation of conserved quantities as defined infinitesimally
in Section 2.
In Section 4 we shall collect some applications and examples.
2. Gauge Natural Theories and Variations of Conserved Quantities
Let us consider a gauge natural theory (see [4]). The structure bundle is fixed to be a principal bundle P
with gauge group G over an m-dimensional spacetime manifold M . Natural theories are recovered by just
setting G = {e}.
The configuration bundle C is a gauge natural bundle associated to P . This amounts to require that there
exists a canonical (functorial) action of principal automorphisms of P (also called gauge transformations) on
C. The framework therefore includes spacetime tensors as well as tensor densities, spacetime connections,
gauge fields, tetrads, spin connections, spinors and all sort of fields currently used in Physics. Fibered
coordinates on C are denoted by (xµ, yi). The jet prolongation JkC of the configuartion bundle is defined to
take partial derivatives of fields up to order k into account. Natural fibered coordinates on JkC are denoted
by (xµ, yi, yiµ, . . . , y
i
µ1...µk
), with an obvious meaning of the notation (see [4] or [12] for details).
The difference between natural and gauge natural theories is that in natural theories one has spacetime
diffeomorphisms acting on fields, while in gauge natural theories only gauge transformations act. Vertical
gauge transformations (also called pure gauge transformations) are naturally embedded into the group of
gauge transformations while spacetime diffeomorphisms are not. In fact, gauge transformations project over
spacetime diffeomorphisms while spacetime diffeomorphisms do not embed canonically in gauge transforma-
tions.
Each generator of gauge transformations is a right invariant vector field on P , locally in the form
Ξ = ξµ(x)∂µ + ξ
A(x)ρA (2.1)
where the vector fields ρA form a right-invariant pointwise basis for vertical vectors on P . Lie derivatives of
fields are defined with respect to Ξ are denoted by £Ξy
i (see [4] or [13] for the general theory and below
for applications). Lie derivatives of fields are, by construction, linear combinations of ξµ and ξA together
with, once suitable connections has been fixed, their symmetrized covariant derivatives up to finite orders
(say, r for ξµ and s for ξA). In natural and gauge natural theories the connections needed to define covariant
derivatives are built from dynamical fields (or, as often happens, they are dynamical fields themselves).
Hereafter we shall always assume that the covariant derivatives are induced by these dynamical connections.
A gauge natural LagrangianL = L(jky)ds defines the dynamics of the theory. Here ds denotes the basis for
spacetime m-forms (m being the dimension of spacetime); locally ds = dx1 ∧ . . .∧ dxm where m = dim(M).
The Lagrangian is required to be gauge natural, which amounts to require that gauge transformations are
Lagrangian symmetries. As a consequence the covariance identity holds (off-shell):
pi£Ξy
i + pµi dµ(£Ξy
i) + . . . = dµ(ξ
µL) (2.2)
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where (pi, p
µ
i , . . .) are the Lagrangian momenta with respect to (y
i, yiµ, . . .), respectively.
By covariant integration of (2.2) by parts with respect to the derivatives of fields’ Lie derivatives, No¨ther
theorem is easily proved, giving:
Div E(L,Ξ) =W(L,Ξ)
{
E(L,Ξ) =< F | jk−1£Ξy > −iξL
W(L,Ξ) = − < E |£Ξy > (2.3)
Here Div denotes the formal divergence operator (acting on bundle horizontal forms as (Divα) ◦ jk+1y =
d(α◦jky) for any section y); E : J2kC → V ∗(C)×Am(M) is called the Euler-Lagrange morphism generating
field equations; F : J2k−1C → V ∗(Jk−1C)×Am−1(M) is called the Poincare´-Cartan morphism (see [2], [14]
and references quoted therein); < · | · > denotes the standard pairing between the bundle of vertical vectors
V (JkC) and its dual bundle V ∗(JkC) ≃ JkV ∗(C) for the appropriate value of k; iξ denotes the contraction
of an horizontal form with a spacetime vector field ξ.
The Euler-Lagrange morphism is uniquely determined. The Poincare´-Cartan morphism is uniquely de-
termined when k ≤ 2, otherwise it depends on a fibered connection to be chosen. The quantity W(L,Ξ) is
called work form and it vanishes on-shell, i.e. along solutions of field equations. Hence the quantity E(L,Ξ),
which is called No¨ther current, is conserved (i.e. it is closed) when computed on-shell.
Both quantities W(L,Ξ) and E(L,Ξ) are horizontal forms on some jet prolongation of the configuration
bundle. In view of the fact that Lie derivatives expand as a linear combination of the gauge generator Ξ and
its symmetrized covariant derivatives, both W(L,Ξ) and E(L,Ξ) expand as well as linear combinations with
horizontal forms as coefficients of the Ξ symmetrized covariant derivatives up to some finite order. These
sorts of linear combinations are called variational morphisms and are related to Spencer cohomology (see
[4], [15]).
By a suitable, though canonical and algorithmic, covariant integration by parts one obtains then
W(L,Ξ) = B(L,Ξ) + Div E˜(L,Ξ) E(L,Ξ) = E˜(L,Ξ) + Div U(L,Ξ) (2.4)
The quantity B(L,Ξ) generates the so-called Bianchi identities and is identically vanishing off-shell, i.e. on
any configuration not necessarily a solution of field equations; the quantity E˜(L,Ξ) is called reduced current
and it is vanishing on-shell; the quantity U(L,Ξ) is usually called superpotential. The No¨ther current, once
computed on-shell, is not only conserved (i.e. closed), but also exact regardless of the topology of spacetime
and of the configuration bundle; the superpotential is a primitive for it.
All these quantities are uniquely determined when symmetrized covariant derivatives to be integrated
by parts appear just up to second order. For higher orders the result is a unique function of the fibered
connection one uses to define covariant derivatives; in all gauge natural theories one has a fibered connection
defined as a function of dynamical fields which is called the dynamical connection. All these objects are
thence uniquely determined once the dynamical connection has been fixed. We stress that one could not
single out, e.g., a canonical representative for the superpotential by just working with spacetime objects.
The canonicity of the representative is obtained just by using the bundle structure of the theory. From now
on we shall refer to the reduced current, superpotential, etc. meaning these canonical representatives. Let
us also remark that in most cases of physical interest the order involved do not usually exceed two.
Conserved quantities within a regular region D can be (naively) defined as
QD(L,Ξ, y) =
∫
D
E(L,Ξ)|y =
∫
D
E˜(L,Ξ)|y +
∫
∂D
U(L,Ξ)|y (2.5)
On the other hand, if we consider the deformation along a family of solutions (generated by some vertical
vector field X) we obtain
δXQD(L,Ξ, y) =
∫
D
δXE(L,Ξ)|y =
∫
D
δX < F |£Ξ > |y − iξ < δL |X > |y =
=
∫
D
δX < F |£Ξ > |y − iξ < E |X > |y − iξDiv < F |X > |y =
=
∫
D
δX < F |£Ξ > |y − iξ < E |X > |y −£ξ < F |X > |y +Div(iξ < F |X >)|y =
=
∫
D
ω(X,£Ξy)− iξ < E |X > |y +Div(iξ < F |X >)|y
(2.6)
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where: |y means evaluated along a field y; we have used the identity £ξ = iξd+diξ holding for operators on
spacetime forms; we set ω(X,£Ξy) = δX < F |£Ξ >y −£ξ < F |X >y for the so-called symplectic form (here
it is crucial that δΞ = 0; if any sort of lift is understood then ξA is given as a function of ξµ, its derivatives
and the dynamical fields, so that some extra integration by parts are needed in that case since δX and £Ξ
do not commute; see [8]). The symplectic form defined in this way is exactly analogous to the standard
form ω = p˙iδq
i − q˙iδpi defined in Mechanics see [16], which using equations of motion coincides with the
variation of the Hamiltonian.
Comparing the two expression (2.5) and (2.6) one obtains
Div(δXU(L,Ξ)− iξ < F |X >) = ω(X,£Ξy)− iξ < E |X > +δX E˜(L,Ξ) (2.7)
Notice that iξ < E | X > vanishes on-shell and δX E˜(L,Ξ) vanishes because X is tangent to the space of
solutions. This suggests to define the corrected conserved quantity density as
δXQ(L,Ξ) = δXU(L,Ξ)− iξ < F |X > (2.8)
We remark that the quantity (2.8) is a cohomological invariant; it is in fact independent of any pure divergence
term added to the Lagrangian, which does not change Euler-Lagrange field equations but changes the
Poincare´-Cartan part F and, consequently, the definition of conserved quantities through (2.6).
There are many motivations to consider seriously this corrected quantity as being fundamental; it over-
comes the anomalous factor problem; it extends Regge-Teitelboim analysis to non-asymptotically flat solu-
tions in a covariant way; it has a nice Hamiltonian meaning; the same expression has been found by different
authors relying on different arguments;see,e.g., [3], [7], [8], [9], [16].
As discussed in [8], if one imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions in a region D (which amounts to require
that δyi = 0 on the boundary ∂D) the integral of δXQ(L,Ξ) defines a sort of internal energy within the
region D. By imposing different boundary conditions (e.g. Neumann conditions, i.e. fixing momenta on the
boundary) other types of energy are recovered (e.g. heat energy). Hereafter we shall deal with Dirichlet
conditions and internal energy. Future investigations will be devoted to cover also other cases.
3. Augmented Lagrangians and Relative Conservation Laws
We shall take for granted that the variation of conserved quantities in gauge natural theories is given by the
corrected formula (2.8). We shall here prove that we can take advantage of the cohomological invariance of
(2.8) to formally integrate it along the family of solutions defined byX obeying Dirichlet boundary conditions.
More formally, we shall prove that, once the vacuum field is introduced, in many cases there is a particular
representative (called the augmented Lagrangian) of the cohomology class of the original Lagrangian for
which the superpotential provides the formal integration for the variation of conserved quantities.
Let us consider a first order gauge natural Lagrangian L = L(j1y) on C; this is not restrictive both
because any physical theory has a first order formulation and because it can be easily extended to higher
order theories (see below for the case of the second order purely metric GR). The variation of conserved
quantities within D moving from the vacuum state y¯ to the physical state y = y¯ + δy is given by
δXQD(L,Ξ, y¯) =
∫
∂D
δXQ(L,Ξ)|y¯ (3.1)
The correction term along a family of solutions generated by X = (δyi)∂i (with δy
i = 0 on the boundary
of a fixed region D) is given by
−iξ < F(L¯) |X >= −p¯[µi ξν]δyidsµν (3.2)
where dsµν denotes the “natural basis” for spacetime (m− 2)-forms.
Let us introduce the vacuum state and then consider the augmented Lagrangian on J2(C ×M C)
l(j2y, j2y¯) = L(j1y)− L(j1y¯) + Div α(jy, jy¯) (3.3)
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where jy and jy¯ denote the jet prolongation to some suitable order.
In general the superpotential of the augmented Lagrangian is given by
U(l,Ξ) = U(L,Ξ)− U(L¯,Ξ) + α[µξν]dsµν (3.4)
where we set L¯ = L(j1y¯) ds.
Let us fix α so that it obeys the following condition
d
ds
α(jys, jy¯)
∣∣∣
s=0
= − < F(L¯) |X > with α(jy0, jy¯) = 0 (3.5)
where ys is the family of solutions generated by integration alongX starting from the initial condition y0 = y¯.
Property: The superpotential of the augmented Lagrangian l provides a formal integration for the variation
of conserved quantities, using the vacuum state as the initial condition.
Proof: let us compute the generator of the superpotential along the family of solutions generated by X :
d
ds
U(l,Ξ)(jys,jy¯)
∣∣∣
s=0
= δXU(L¯,Ξ) + iξ d
ds
α(jys, jy¯)
∣∣∣
s=0
= δXU(L¯,Ξ)− iξ < F(L¯) |X >= δXQ(L¯,Ξ) (3.6)
which proves that U(l,Ξ) is the integral of the variation of conserved quantities. QDE
For example, in first order variational principles, by direct comparison with (3.2), we see that whenever the
action of the gauge group on fields comes as a restriction of a (linear) representation (which encompasses all
reasonable cases of fundamental fields, namely metrics, connections, gauge fields, tetrads, tensor densities,
spinors, etc.) one can set
αµ(jys, jy¯) = −p¯µi (yis − y¯i) (3.7)
to do the job. We stress that the additional request on the transformation rules of the fields applies just if
we pretend that αµ is a global divergence term by itself. If we start from a local Lagrangian L the additional
term Divα is not expected to have a global meaning either, as for the total augmented Lagrangian l (see
below the example about Chern-Simons and non-covariant first order gravitational Lagrangian).
Property: The condition (3.5) has at most one essential solution for α.
Proof: If there were two solutions, α and β, their difference would obey:
d
ds
(α − β)
∣∣∣
s=0
= 0 (3.8)
along all families of solutions. Hence α − β is the extension of a function which is constant on the space of
solutions. The global constant can be fixed by requiring that α = β at s = 0 (i.e. by fixing the initial value
for y¯).
Since we shall be interested with the value of α on the solution space only, we can say that it is essentially
unique. QDE
We remark that the existence of the quantity α is not exactly a well posed problem. Of course a local
integration for α can always and easily be produced by simply expanding any infinitesimal quantity δy
into a finite difference y − y¯. This naive solutions has to pass at least two tests to be accepted: first, the
finite difference appearing in this way should be a covariant object (here the exact meaning of covariant
depends on the context); second, the augmented Lagrangian defined by the choice of α must be covariant
or gauge covariant depending on the context. Further future investigations will be devoted to the problem
of characterizing the existence of the integral quantity α in fully general settings.
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4. Applications and Examples
In the previous Section we have reduced the problem of formal integration of conserved quantity to the
solution of (3.5). Hereafter we shall show a number of examples which show that the condition (3.5) can be
actually solved for many theories of current interest in Physics.
Purely metric Hilbert Lagrangian
Consider the Lagrangian LH = R
√
gds thought as a second order Lagrangian for a metric g. Its Poincare´-
Cartan morphism is (see [2])
< F | j1X >= √g gαβδuλ(αβ) dsλ (4.1)
where uλ(αβ) = Γ
λ
αβ − δλ(αΓβ), Γλαβ denotes the coefficients of the Levi-Civita connection (namely Christoffel
symbols) and Γβ = Γ
α
αβ denotes the trace of the connection. Here dsλ is the local basis of spacetime
(m− 1)-forms.
Let us hence define wλ(αβ) = u
λ
(αβ) − u¯λ(αβ) and the augmented Lagrangian
l(jg, jg¯) = R
√
g − R¯√g¯ − dλ(
√
g¯ g¯αβwλ(αβ)) (4.2)
This is known in the literature as the covariant first order Lagrangian for g and g¯ (being first order in g).
It generalizes Regge-Teitelboim presciption to non-asymptotically flat cases (asymptotically flat cases are
recovered by setting g¯ equal to the Minkowski metric). There is a whole bunch of papers motivating its use
for computing conserved quantities (see, e.g., [1], [2], [4], [10], [17], [18] and references quoted therein).
Let us remark that the Poincare´-Cartan morphism for the augmented Lagrangian can be computed as
< F(l) | j1X >=
[√
ggαβδuλ(αβ) −
√
g¯g¯αβδu¯λ(αβ) − δ(
√
g¯ g¯αβ)wλ(αβ) −
√
g¯ g¯αβδuλ(αβ) +
√
g¯ g¯αβδu¯λ(αβ)
]
dsλ =
=
[
(
√
ggαβ −√g¯ g¯αβ)δuλ(αβ) − δ(
√
g¯ g¯αβ)wλ(αβ)
]
dsλ
(4.3)
which vanishes once Dirichlet boundary conditions (namely δgαβ = 0 as well as gαβ = g¯αβ) are imposed.
Palatini Lagrangian
Let us consider the so-called Palatini formalism for GR (also known as first order formalism). Fundamental
fields are a metric g and a torsionless connection Γ. The Lagrangian is defined as
L =
√
g gαβR(αβ) ds (4.4)
where R(αβ) denotes the symmetric part of the Ricci tensor of Γ.
The Poincare´-Cartan morphism is
< F |X >= √g gαβδuλαβ dsλ (4.5)
where uλαβ = Γ
λ
αβ − δλαΓβ and Γβ = Γααβ denotes the trace of the connection.
Let us hence define wλαβ = u
λ
αβ − u¯λαβ and the augmented Lagrangian by
l(g,Γ, g¯, Γ¯) = R(αβ)g
αβ√g − R¯(αβ)g¯αβ
√
g¯ − dλ(
√
g¯ g¯αβwλαβ) (4.6)
which is simply the covariant first order Lagrangian in Palatini formalism.
Non-covariant first order Einstein Lagrangian
Let us consider the non-covariant first order Einstein Lagrangian. It is obtained by subtracting out the
second derivatives of the metrics g and g¯ under a divergence. Of course this procedure produces a local
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Lagrangian depending on the coordinate patch, since the discarded divergence cannot be global if spacetime
has non-trivial topology. The Lagrangian is
L =
(√
g gαβRαβ − dλ(√g gαβuλαβ)
)
ds (4.7)
This Lagrangian is known to produce the same equations as second order Hilbert Lagrangian, both in purely
metric and in Palatini framework.
The Poincare´-Cartan morphism is given by
< F | j1X >= (√g gαβδuλαβ − δ(√g gαβuλαβ)) dsλ =
=− (δ(√g gαβ)uλαβ) dsλ = (4.8)
so that we set
αλ = (
√
g gαβ −√g¯ g¯αβ)u¯λαβ (4.9)
The augmented Lagrangian is hence given by
l =
√
g gαβRαβ −
√
g¯ g¯αβR¯αβ + dλ(
√
g¯ g¯αβu¯λαβ −
√
g gαβuλαβ +
√
g gαβ u¯λαβ −
√
g¯ g¯αβu¯λαβ) =
=
√
g gαβRαβ −
√
g¯ g¯αβR¯αβ − dλ(√g gαβ(uλαβ − u¯λαβ)) =
=
√
g gαβRαβ −
√
g¯g¯αβR¯αβ −∇λ(√g gαβwλαβ) =
√
g gαβRαβ −
√
g¯g¯αβR¯αβ − ∇¯λ(√g gαβwλαβ)
(4.10)
which, despite we started from a different representative in cohomology class (or better a local one which has
not even the right to be called a Lagrangian), we still reproduce the same result already obtained for the
classically equivalent Hilbert (or Palatini, as can be easily proved) Lagrangian. This shows how the notion
of augmented Lagrangian is robust.
Chern-Simons
Let us now consider Chern-Simons Lagrangian. For simplicity let us fix the group to be G = SO(m) and
denote its elements by Sij ; it is understood that these parameters, which are actually coordinates on GL(m),
are constrained by the relations tSS = I and det S = 1.
Let P be a principal G-bundle over M ; a right invariant pointwise basis for vertical vectors is given by
σij = ρ[ij] where we set
ρij = δhiS
h
k
∂
∂Sjk
(4.11)
A principal connection is given by
ω = dxµ ⊗ (∂µ −Aijµ (x)σij) (4.12)
Let us also set Aiµ = ǫ
i
jkA
jk
µ . Chern-Simons Lagrangian is a local Lagrangian (which provides global field
equations, as it happens also for the non-covariant first order Einstein Lagrangian); on a 3-dimensional base
M , and with obvious notation, it is given by
L = ǫαβλ
(
ηijF
i
αβA
j
λ − 1
3
ǫijkA
i
αA
j
βA
k
λ
)
(4.13)
We remark that Lie algebra indices are raised and lowered by δij .
The Poincare´-Cartan morphism is given by (see [19]):
< F |X >= 2ǫαβληijδAiβAjλ dsα (4.14)
which defines the following correction term
αµ = −2ǫµβληij(Aiβ − A¯iβ)A¯jλ (4.15)
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This correction is non-covariant, but we stress that the original Lagrangian was non-covariant either; what
has to be covariant is the final augmented Lagrangian while the single terms can be non-covariant. We
also remark that the contribution of ǫµβληijA¯
i
βA¯
j
λ vanishes due to symmetry properties. The augmented
Lagrangian is given by
l =ǫαβλ
(
ηijF
i
αβA
j
λ − 1
3
ǫijkA
i
αA
j
βA
k
λ
)
− ǫαβλ
(
ηijF¯
i
αβA¯
j
λ − 1
3
ǫijkA¯
i
αA¯
j
βA¯
k
λ
)
+
− dµ(2ǫµβληijAiβA¯jλ) =
=ǫµνρ
(
ηij F¯
i
µνB
j
ρ + ηij∇¯µBiνBjρ +
1
3
ǫijkB
i
αB
j
βB
k
λ
) (4.16)
where we set Biµ = A
i
µ− A¯iµ and ∇¯µ denotes the covariant derivative induced by the vacuum connection A¯iµ.
The second expression given for the Lagrangian l shows that it is in fact gauge covariant. This Lagrangian
is already known as the Chern-Simons covariant Lagrangian; see [19].
Higher order gravitational Lagrangians
Let us consider a Lagrangian which is a generic function of the Ricci scalar L = √gf(R). The Poincare´-
Cartan morphism reads as
< F |X >= (√gf ′(R)gαβδuµαβ) dsµ (4.17)
The correction term is given by
αµ =
√
g¯f ′(R¯)g¯αβwµαβ (4.18)
and the augmented Lagrangian is given by
l =
√
gf(R)−√g¯f(R¯) +∇µ(
√
g¯f ′(R¯)g¯αβwµαβ) (4.19)
Let us now consider a Lagrangian which is a generic function of the Ricci tensor squared, i.e. L =√
gf(RµνR
µν). The Poincare´-Cartan morphism reads now as
< F |X >= (2√gf ′(RρσRρσ)Rαβδuµαβ) dsµ (4.20)
where we set uµαβ = Γ
µ
αβ − δµαΓβ to acknowledge the possibility that Ricci tensor may be non-symmetric.
The correction term is given by
αµ = −2√g¯f ′(R¯ρσR¯ρσ)R¯αβwµαβ (4.21)
and the augmented Lagrangian is given by
l =
√
gf(RµνR
µν)−√g¯f(R¯µνR¯µν)− 2∇µ(
√
g¯f ′(R¯ρσR¯
ρσ)R¯αβwµαβ) (4.22)
Let us finally consider a Lagrangian which is a generic function of the Riemann tensor squared, i.e. L =√
gf(RαβµνR
αβµν) The Poincare´-Cartan morphism reads in this case as
< F |X >= 4(√gf ′(RαβµνRαβµν)RαβµνδΓαβν) dsµ (4.23)
The correction term is given by
αµ = −4√g¯f ′(R¯ǫλρσR¯ǫλρσ)R¯αβµν(Γαβν − Γ¯αβν) (4.24)
and the augmented Lagrangian is given by
l =
√
gf(RαβµνR
αβµν)−√gf(R¯αβµνR¯αβµν)− 4∇µ(
√
g¯f ′(R¯ǫλρσR¯
ǫλρσ)R¯α
βµνqαβν) (4.25)
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where we set qαβν = Γ
α
βν − Γ¯αβν .
We remark that many higher order Lagrangians considered in the literature, e.g. the effective Lagrangians
arising from low energy limit of string theory as well as Lovelock theories (see [20]), are just combinations
of these basic examples.
Yang-Mills Lagrangian
Let us consider the Yang-Mills Lagrangian L = −
√
g
4 F
A
µνF
µν
A (possibly coupled with a gravitational La-
grangian) for any structure Lie group G. The Poincare´-Cartan morphism is
< F |X >= −√gFµνA δAAν (4.26)
Hence the correction term is
αµ =
√
g¯F¯µνA (A
A
ν − A¯Aν ) (4.27)
The augmented Lagrangian is hence
l = −
√
g
4
FAµνF
µν
A +
√
g¯
4
F¯Aµν F¯
µν
A +∇µ
(√
g¯F¯µνA (A
A
ν − A¯Aν )
)
(4.28)
We stress that the correction introduced to the conserved quantities is proportional to F¯µνA and hence
vanishes whenever a flat vacuum state is chosen.
Let us also mention that the Poincare´-Cartan morphism of the augmented Lagrangian is
< F(l) |X >= [√gFµνA δAAν −√g¯F¯µνA δA¯Aν + δ(√gF¯µνA (AAν − A¯Aν ))] dsµ =
=
[−(√gFµνA −√g¯F¯µνA )δAAν + δ(√g¯F¯µνA )(AAν − A¯Aν )] dsµ (4.29)
which vanishes once Dirichlet conditions (δAAµ = 0 as well as A
A
µ = A¯
A
µ ) are imposed.
5. Conclusions and Perspectives
The technique we discussed can be interesting for dealing with the inverse problem of variational calculus.
If fact, we showed as augmented variational principles can be used to globalize local variational principles
(see Chern-Simons and non-covariant Einstein first order Lagrangian).
If compared with previous papers of some of us about the covariant first order Lagrangian, some apparent
inconsistencies can be found. Usually we used the correction term as α˜µ = −√g gαwµαβ instead of αµ =
−√g¯ g¯αwµαβ which ensues from the algorithmic procedure. We stress, however, that in those papers we
checked conserved quantities by integrating at spatial infinity where appropriate boundary conditions are
imposed (namely, g = g¯). Hence no difference in conserved quantities is found when using α˜ in place of the
canonical α, since the two choices are in a sense equivalent once boundary conditions have been imposed.
In connection with this, let us moreover remark that when boundary conditions are imposed there is
always an ambiguity in the surface terms since there one has y = y¯. We guess however that the difference is
always inessential to physically relevant quantities.
Future investigations will be devoted to boundary conditions different from Dirichlet which are known
to generate different “thermodynamical” energies for the system. Another issue to be addressed in future
investigations is the behaviour of the augmented Lagrangians under Legendre transformations.
6. Appendix A
One can easily check that the relative energy between a material point of mass m held steady at height
h in a constant gravitational field and the same point steady at height h¯ = 0 is E = mg(h − h¯). This is
independent of the (inertial) observer; if the whole system is on a train travelling with uniform velocity w
the computation of E is not affected by w. One could (erroneously) argue that this happens because, in
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that case, the weight force is orthogonal to the train displacement so that the work done by the force is zero.
This argument is erroneous for a number of reasons. We hereafter present a different example where the
force and the displacement are not orthogonal, but the relative energy is still independent of the observer.
Let us consider two material points (P1,m) and (P2,m) linked by an ideal spring (with a spring constant
k). The whole system is contrained along a straight line (e.g. the x-axis) and it is on a train moving with
constant velocity w along that x-axis. The initial conditions are set so that the points initially sit at the
equilibrium position with opposite initial velocities. The evolution of the system is given by{
x1 = wt+A cos(ωt)
x2 = wt−A cos(ωt) ω
2 = 2k2/m (6.1)
Hence the system, seen from the train, is simply oscillating in a harmonic fashion. The energy of the system
is
E =
m
2
(
w2 +A2ω2 sin2(ωt) + 2wAω sin(ωt)
)
+
m
2
(
w2 +A2ω2 sin2(ωt)− 2wAω sin(ωt))+
+
k2
2
4A2 cos2(ωt) = mw2 +mA2ω2 sin2(ωt) + 2k2A2 cos2(ωt) = mw2 +mA2ω2
(6.2)
Of course, this energy is conserved along the motion, but being the energy with respect to the observer
frame, it depends on the observer through w.
Now suppose one considers two solutions, corresponding to the amplitudes A1 and A2 respectively. One
can compute the corresponding energies E1 and E2. Both these energies are conserved and both depend on
the observer through w.
Now the difference E2 −E1 is conserved and it does not depend on the reference frame any longer, being:
E2 − E1 = m(A22 −A21)ω2 (6.3)
This depends just on the two configurations and it is covariant (i.e. independent of the observer).
[If a simple harmonic oscillator is considered, the work done against the constraint—which fixes one side of
the spring to the ground— messes up the things a bit. Luckily enough this sort of constraints do not exist
in fundamental field theories to which we want to extend this stuff. Let us stress that a simple harmonic
oscillator is precisely obtained by the system here considered by a sort of background fixing x2 = wt. Hence
we could say that the possibility of defining relative conserved quantities is directly related exactly to the
absence of backgrounds in the theory, i.e. with the fact that vacuum state is dynamical in our framework.]
We have so dealt with on-shell quantity defined along a class of solutions. The same result can be obtained
through variational techniques which are independent of the knowledge of any explicit solution.
x1
x2
Fig. 1 — Lagrangian coordinates
When the Lagrangian coordinates are choosen as in Figure 1, the system above is described by the
Lagrangian
L =
m
2
(
v21 + v
2
2
)− k2
2
(x1 − x2)2 (6.4)
By changing to baricentrical coordinates x = x1+x22 , q =
x1−x2
2 the Lagrangian is recast in the form:
L = m
(
w2 + u2
)− 2k2q2 (6.5)
where w = x˙ and u = q˙ denote Lagrangian velocities. The corresponding energy with respect to the observer
is obtained by computing along a solution the expression
ǫ = m
(
w2 + u2
)
+ 2k2q2 (6.6)
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Let us now consider the Lagrangian
L˜ =L− L¯ = (m (w2 + u2)− 2k2q2)− (m (w¯2 + u¯2)− 2k2q¯2) (6.7)
It depends on both a dynamical configuration (x, q) and a vacuum state (x¯, q¯) to be chosen in the space of
solutions. If No¨ther theorem is applied the energy of this augmented Lagrangian is easily obtained
ǫ− ǫ¯ = (m (w2 + u2)+ 2k2q2)− (m (w¯2 + u¯2)+ 2k2q¯2) =
=m
(
w2 − w¯2)+ m
2
(
u2 − u¯2)+ 2k2 (q2 − q¯2) (6.8)
which differs from the relative energy E computed above along a particular solution by the term ∆E =
m(w2 − w¯2). This difference is zero whenever the two solutions, i.e. both the dynamical section and the
vacuum, have the same baricentrical velocity (w = w¯). We can hence restrict the two solutions to be two
different oscillating modes on the same train (i.e. w = w¯); with these additional boundary conditions we
defined a perfect prescription for the computation of the relative energy. It is also easy to prove that E is
covariant (i.e. independent of the inertial observer), namely invariant with respect to to transformations
(x′, q′, x¯′, q¯′) = (x+ wt, q, x¯ + wt, q¯) ∀w ∈ R (6.9)
The reader might try to generalize as an exercise this example to harmonic oscillators in uniform motion one
with respect to the other. For us the above example will suffice as a mechanical metaphoric introduction to
the general field theory case.
More generally if a (discrete or continuum) system of material points is considered and just internal
forces are present, Ko¨nig theorem shows that total energy splits into the baricentrical kinetic energy and the
relative mechanical energy (see, e.g., [21]). Of course, baricentrical kinetic energy is observer dependent but
independent of the internal configuration while the relative mechanical energy is observer independent. The
difference between the energies of two different configurations (with the same baricentrical speed) is observer
independent.
Our proposal is to use this sort of relative conserved quantities as the only conserved quantities en-
dowed with a fundamental physical meaning, since they obey covariance principle a priori. The observer
dependent conserved quantities are nevertheless important when one has to deal with the Newtonian (or
post-Newtonian) limit of a general relativistic model since the quantities we are used to define in Newtonian
Physics have historically developed in a non-relativistic framework. However, relative conserved quantities
are the only fundamental quantities which are available in a pure relativistic context. The price we are
forced to pay is the relative character of them. We do not have much choice: either we accept the relative
character of these quantities (i.e. the dependence on two configurations) or we accept their dependence on
the observer (i.e. non-covariance).
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